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The history of the original U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, its

replacement, the Energy Research Development Administration, and the present

Department of Energy's interest and sponsorship of tritium radiobiology is

reviewed beginning in 1971 and continuing through 1986. In particular, the

four renaining U.S. Department of Energy, Division of Health and

Environmental Research programs are described in some detail.

Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract

DE-AC02-76CH00016. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive,

royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published fora of this

contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.
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In the following paragraphs will be described only those programs in

tritium radiobiology which come under the sponsorship of the Office of

Health and Environmental Research of the U.S. Department of Energy, since

these are the ones most closely related to the subject of this workshop.

The V.S. Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC), which subseque.ntly became

the Energy Research Development Administration (ERDA) and, finally, the

Department of Energy, has sponsored a number of research programs on the

biological and environmental effects of tritium since the 1940*s. This

research was at its peak late in the 1960's and early 1970's, as evidenced

by the fact that at one of the earliest tritium workshops held in Las Vegas,

Nevada, USA, August 28-September 3, 1971, United States authors^!)

presented 65 papers on the subject of tritium. Not all of these were

related to the bioeffects of tritium; however, the overwhelming majority of

then were dedicated to some aspect of the health and environmental impact of

tritium and related monitoring techniques. The subject matter of these

papers is broken down as follows:

1. Historical and current perspectives, 5 papers,

2. Tritium production, 6 papers,

3. Detection and measurement, 9 papers,

4. Chenical and biological effects of tritium, 5 papers,

5. Kinetics of tritium and biological systems, 8 papers,

6. Certain environmental aspects of tritium, 8 papers,

7. Environmental monitoring techniques, 7 papers,

8. Environmental monitoring data, 9 papers,.

9. Applications of tritium, 4 papers,

10. Tritium Health Physics, 4 papers.
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The wide diversity of subjects covered by these papers indicates the

broad scope of the tritium program in the United States at that time.

However, in the following years, there has been a great reduction in

emphasis on investigation of the biological and health effects of tritium.

By 1972 the USAEC Division of Environmental and Biomedical Research

still sponsored 19 programs related to the radiobiological, health physics,

and environmental effects of tritium.

By 1980 there was still considerable work being done on tritium

toxicity in the United States, as summarized by A. L. Carsten at the Third

Scientific Seminar of the EULEP Committee on Internal Emitters, The

Metabolism and Toxicity of Tritium, organized by Dr. B. E. Lambert, and held

at the Medical College of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, England, 15-16

September, 1980.

However, in the 1986 Research and Progress Report of the Office of

Health and Environmental Research of the Department of Energy, there are

only four research programs listed. To describe these programs I will use

the authors' abstracts as appearing in this Report.

1. Radiosensltivity of Oocytes and Other Mammalian Cells—R» L. Dobson

Hazards from low-level exposures to neutrons, garaaa rays, and tritium are

being carefully evaluated by measurement of damage to particularly

vulnerable cells, especially female germ cells (oocytes) that are

irreplaceable after birth. Studies are in mammals (mice and, for special

purposes, monkeys) because of their relevance to nan, and on neutrons, gamna

rays, and tritium because of their importance in nuclear fission and nuclear

fusion. Measured dose-effect relations provide data for critical
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comparisons at low exposures where hazard evaluations are most needed.

Animals are exposed to carefully monitored doses, including chronic

irradiation during highly sensitive developmental stages, then cell

populations are evaluated by numbers of survivors, levels of function, and

genetic effects. The studies have revealed severe oocyte loss fron

low-level tritium exposure in young mice and also in primates (squirrel,

bonnet, and to a lesser extent, rhesus monkeys) exposed before birth.

Mailing use of this high oocyte sensitivity, comparative radiation studies

are providing a better understanding of mechanisms. Important results for

genetics have come from combined neutron, gamma-ray, and tritium studies

elucidating the nature of the extreme radiosensitivity of mouse oocytes.

They clarify a key genetic controversy over applicability to women of data

from female mice. Even more importantly, they identify, for the first time,

special experimental conditions required for obtaining reliable genetic data

from mice that will be relevant to the human female. Quantification in

mammals of radiation effects at very low exposures and provision of

experimental data for estimating genetic risk in women is strengthening tha

scientific base from which human hazard evaluations must be drawn.

2. Mutagenic Effect of Radionuclides Incorporated into DNA of Drosophila

melanogaster—W. R. Lee

Tritium decay can induce mutations by ionizing radiation and/or

transmutation of ^H to ^He with associated energy of excitation and recoil.

Ionizing radiation from tritium decay at the different incorporation

positions in DNA is assumed to be equivalent throughout the nucleus;

therefore, the differences in mutation frequency per tritium decay at

different incorporation sites in DNA result from excitation, recoil, and

transcutation of 3H to 3He. In previous work, we have detected local or
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s i t e - s p e c i f i c effects of tritium decay by comparing the frequency of

sex-linked recessive lethal (SLRL) nutations induced by tritium decay in

speci f ic DNA s i t e s of Drosophila melanogaater sperm c e l l s . We have found a

s i t e - s p e c i f i c effect when tritium decay occurred at the 5 position of

cytoslnt , 8 position of purine, or 6 position of pyrlraldine. These

differences in the s i t e - spec i f i c mutagenesis can be described only as

quantitative differences In induced mutation frequency because SLRL

nutations can be induced by any known mechanism of mutagenesis. Current

focus i s on detecting differences in nutational nechanlsw by analyzing

mutant genes at the molecular level using labeled probes of the locus

alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) to determine molecular changes in DNA of the

mutants. Ue are comparing null mutants induced by x rays, the a Iky la ting

agent N-ethyl-H-nitrosourea (ENU), and decay of tritium incorporated into

specif ic s i t e s of DNA. Mutants induced by x rays have an unusually high

frequency of multiple breaks in DMA in relat ively short distances near the

locus. Most of the x-ray-induced mutants were induced through a mechanism

of multiple chain breaks in DNA.

3. Hazards of Radioactive Environmental Pollutants — A. L. Carsten,

R. D. Benz

There i s concern over the genetic and somatic ef fects of exposure to

radioactive and nonradioactive by-products of energy generation, and

particular interest in the possible deleterious ef fects from exposure to

tritium from power reactors and polyeye l i e hydrocarbon combustion

by-products from f o s s i l fuel power plant*. The project objective i s to

evaluate ( in mice) the effects of various concentrations of tritium in

drinking water as evidenced by (1) dominant lethal nutations (DLMs), (2)
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reduction in heraatopoietic stem cells (CFU-S), (3) induction of cytogenetic

(sifter chromatid exchanges, SCEs) effects in bone marrow cells, and (4)

induction of micronuclei in their red blood cells. Early fertilized oocytes

taken from animals maintained on HTO or exposed to external gamma or x rays

will also be evaluated for changes in metaphase II. In order to evaluate

possible carcinogenicity of HTO ingestion, animals receiving single

injections or chronic ingestion of HTO will be evaluated for the possible

induction of leukemia. These animals will be compared with dose-equivalent

x-ray and gamma-exposed animals. The effects of nonnuclear pollutants will

be compared in the same systems. It is desirable to know the amount of

tritium incorporated into cellular components (e.g., RNA, DNA, and

his tones). Similarly, it is important to know the position at which tritium

might be incorporated into the DNA since studies in some species indicated

significant genetic effects depending upon where the tritium is

incorporated. Standard biochemical procedures will be used. It is

advantageous to know the effectiveness of liquid ingestion on enhanced

tritium excretion in the event of accidental contamination of humans with

HTO. This is being done by taking mice previously maintained on HTO

solution and placing them on sweetened water solutions, which leads to

enhanced water intake. The rate of tritium excretion is then evaluated.

Note that the last of these programs (number 4 below) does not relate

directly to the radiobiology of tritium but, since it comes under the

sponsorship of the U.S. DOE-OHER, I have included the abstract for

completeness.

4. Electronic Autofluorography of Two-Dimensional Macromolecular

Distribution—J. B. Davidson

This project focuses on continued development of our oatented

electronic autofluorography technique by which we eliminate the tedious film
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step and reduce the time to acquire data by a factor of 100 to 1000 with

improved linearity and dynamic range compared to film. We recently

demonstrated detection of single beta particles from P with a resolution

of 0.5 mm. The reported maximum sensitivity for x-ray film is 1400

disintegration/mm^ in 24 hours. This brings us closer to our goal of a

counting camera for two-dinensional gels and chromatograms. Our latest

camera should make counting of ^ C and 35$ possible. We may continue to

measure tritium by our analog integration method. We will collaborate with

the Biology Division in testing and demonstrating our prototype to potential

manufacturers. Ve are investigating two new developments using our basic

approach: (1) a lensless microscope for neuronography, in situ

hybridization, and direct isoelectric focusing in tissue (our goal is

10-Dicron resolution and quantitation of weak beta emitters) and (2) a

method and device for rapid molecular spectroscopy directly on the gel. Ve

will modify our OHEK-sponsored echelle spectrograph for simultaneous

multiwavelength recording. If successful, this development will provide

chemical structure criteria for identifying spots in addition to charge and

molecular weight. Both developments will be the subject of patent

disclosures.

This low number of projects funded by D0E-0HER does not indicate that

the DOE's interest In overall tritium research has decreased to that great

an extent, since much of their tritium research continues to be in

nonradiobiological aspects of tritium. In addition, the DOE does continue

to sponsor considerable work related to fusion and environmental factor*.

It should also be noted that at this meeting work presented by several

American investigators does not come under the U.S. DOE-OHER, but under

other sponsorship.
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In summarizing the interest of the DOE in the health effects of

tritiua, I believe it should be pointed out that a very profitable program

has been instituted in the form of a collaborative effort between the

Japanese Government and the U.S. Department of Energy whereby an exchange of

several scientists has taken place. Japanese scientists have spent variable

periods of time in U.S. Laboratories collaborating on a number of

interesting programs related to possible health effects of exposure to

tritium resulting from its release into the environment.

While it is apparent that the overall research effort in Tritium

Radiobiology, Health Physics, and Environmental Aspects has decreased in the

United States, there are still a number of active programs, some of which

are described later in the proceedings of this meeting and at two previous

workshops held in Japan (*»*'.
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